General development during 2020

Records

This year as expected was a quite year. Although there were a few new continental and world records broken this year, not much can be said on regulation. There was only propositions to change S7d.

- A proposition from Portugal started a discussion in the WG to split some types of record based on the difference in the launch type (hill launch vs. winch). But there was no consensus in the group to support this idea.
- Second idea came out of discussion to eliminate the need to contact you NAC prior to the record attempt, but only for some type of records. Short discussion showed more support for the idea, but at the end no proposition came out to change that rule, and we would have to discuss more in details to see what consequences would that rule change do.

Badges

Badges are still available. We keep approving diamond badges, while others are in domain of NACs. Stock is also getting low, so we will have to order new. But there will no rule change for the badge flights.